The Shadow Of Death - Book 2 (The Shadow Of Death Serial (Amish Faith Through Fire))
When a tragic loss strikes at the heart of seventeen-year-old Katie Lapp's home, will she find the strength to save her family? Or will depression, rage and loss of faith lead Katie's mamm to make a final, horrifying mistake?

After seventeen-year-old Katie Lapp's family home is swept away in a flash flood, she believes the worst is over. Katie and Zach, the man she loves, are planning their marriage, and while it's been difficult for her daed, Daniel, to believe in Zach's commitment to stay and build a life with Katie in their Amish community of Faith's Landing, slowly, the two stubborn men are coming to an understanding. But when a tragic loss strikes at the heart of Katie's home, will Katie, with Zach's help, find the strength to hold her family together? Or will depression, rage and loss of faith lead Katie's mamm to make a final, horrifying mistake? This is book 2 of 3 of The Shadow of Death Serial (Amish Faith Through Fire Series). IF YOU LOVE CHRISTIAN BOOKS, SCROLL UP AND GRAB YOUR COPY NOW!
Customer Reviews

First of all, NOWHERE, in any place, does the ad tell you that all you’re getting is a smell of the actual book. It does remind you that there’s 3 books in the series. I’m sure there is the full version of book 2 at a higher price than the one i paid. Secondly, you are also not informed that you’re about to walk dead into confusion. I see a series of books as installments of the total story. This has been the case with a great number of books i’ve read. (Harry Potter, Outlander to name two) While book one ended as i expected, i could see a great deal more that might make up another complete volume. Imagine opening the book to find you’re in the middle of a conversation and you need a program to explain the people, because they are not from the previous book. Now imagine that 2-3 chapters in, when you finally get clarity, the book you paid for pops up on a page that tells you if you are enjoying the book, buy the rest of it. Uuuhhh.... Isn’t that double charging? Isn’t that illegal?

I liked this book but felt it was very short. It appears Book 3 is the same way. I think they could have been combined into one normal length of book. I did appreciate the first book being free and a good length. It made me want to by the sequels when I normally don’t.

I have read all 3 of these books on my kindle and they are excellent .I love all the Amish stories as I was lived about 90 minutes from Lancaster County andloved going there on a Saturday. I recommend this author to anyone.

As with book one, I read book two in one sitting. Just kept reading wanting to know what was going to happen next. My only disappointment is no resolution at the end of the book forcing me to purchase book three to find out what happens.

Too short. Need to go into more detail and not sfop at crucial point. Rather than have 3 or 4 booklets, make it a longer book. Story lines are good

It makes me angry to only get part of the story for FREE then I have to purchase the rest of the story a few chapters at a time.

A little confused. On my kindle 1 came through but 2 & 3 were the same? and how does the whole book end? Is there a 4?
A good beginning of a delightful experience with the Amish Romance Books. Will be looking for those other chapters in the future.
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